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You've seen them before. Perhaps many times before. In the pet stores, at friends, when you visit

family, and in public aquariums, no doubt. You're struck by the wide variety of species (nearly 1,500

and counting!). By the beautiful colors of some and by the unique shapes and sizes of others. You

think to yourself: How can it be so? How can they all be related? What am I talking about? Cichlids,

of course. The family of fish whose relatives can be found from Texas to South America to North

and West Africa to Madagascar and Asia. Now you believe you may be interested in owning some

yourself. But you want to learn more about them before you take the plunge. That's only natural and

you've certainly come to the right place. The â€œComplete Guide in Keeping Cichlidsâ€• as the

name of the book suggest is indeed the complete guide for everything you need to know in keeping

cichlids. This book will answer many of the questions you may have about adopting, caring for and

maintaining the cichlids. This book will greatly help to increase you knowledge in every aspect in

successfully maintaining and creating a suitable beautiful aquarium that will serve as home for your

cichlids.
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First let me tell you, I bought my copy not from , however I felt I have to share my review here for

bigger audience.Without going into details, it's a good beginners book on general fish-keeping with

little aroma from cichlids world.Personally I was disappointed. When buying "complete guide" I was

expecting more specifics: comparability, specific cichlids decoration, landscaping, inside guide to

behavioral differences, etcAnyone who spent 2-3 months trying to figure out first steps in fish

keeping, should know 80-90% of book material already.As general beginners` guide how to start



your aquarium and little info on cichlids, book may work for someone, however for me it was and I

have to say it with regret, complete waste of time

This book is a poor compilation of generally available information. There is no significant information

helpful to anyone wishing to obtain meaningful information regarding African cichlids. The book is

full of spacing and filler including a number of pages devoted to an unhelpful list of tank dimensions.

I have maintained aquaria off and on for 50 years and I am a former fisheries biologist. I was eager

for an update and some insight on keeping some of the newly available cichlid varieties. Instead I

received a pamphlet of generic information that seemed like it was taken from online sources.

This is a very in-depth guide that teaches you exactly how to maintain and care for your cichlids.

They go through all the types of cichlids that you can have, as well as the proper method of keeping

cichlids healthy and happy in your aquarium. Very informative guide and extremely helpful. I would

recommend anyone who owns cichlids to get this book.

I have been raising and breeding cichlids for probably 15 years now. But this book is just a complete

joke . The guy clearly has not mastered the English language and does not know what grammar

even is . For anyone that is interested in learning more in cichlid, please move on and do not buy

this book. It taught me absolutely zero information about cichlid that I did not already know.

18-year-old pet smart employees know more about fish than this guy. His explanations were

extremely generic and again I repeat, did not give me any information that is not super obvious . I

showed the book to my wife, who is an English teacher, and we both laughed and now we always

show this book to our friends because it is the worst written book I have ever read. I truly feel ripped

off for owning this book, even if I would've received it for free. Again do not buy this book if you are

looking for information, this is not it.

Very informative. I have aquarium in my house because fishes can add beauty in our house. I like to

have Cichlids in my aquarium because of their colors but I don't know how to take care of them. So I

am thankful that I found this book. It can help us what to do in order to take care and keeping

Cichlids. I highly recommend this book to anyone who loves fishes especially Cichlids.

Had I not gotten this book I might have had a new tank full of aggressive fish. So I now have a

community tank.It is well written but gives too much information about each of the African lakes they



were originally removed from.

That being said, the book lacked a lot of technical information regarding water quality that I would

have expected this type of book to have and that I, as an experienced fish keeper would expect. But

overall, good book, I definitely learned things that I didn't already know.

This guy shouldn't be allowed to write captions in a newborns coloring book! The book is almost

impossible to read due to all the grammatical errors! You would be better off just searching this

information online. Save your money and don't give this guy another penny! There is much useless

information in this book just to add pages.
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